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Abstract

Acute otitis media (AOM) is the most common bacterial infection in children, and has a very varied clinical spectrum, ranging from spontaneous resolutions to serious complications. The effect of antibiotics in AOM depends on the chosen outcome, but has been shown to reduce pain somewhat, and have a greater beneficial effect in severe cases of AOM. Today, not all episodes of AOM are treated with antibiotics, but most countries have issued guidelines that include an option of watchful waiting in many cases. Prevention of AOM reaches from modification of environmental risk factors to vaccinations and surgery. Conjugate pneumococcal vaccines and influenza vaccines have been shown to somewhat reduce the number of AOM episodes in different groups of children. Grommets, with or without adenoidectomy, are effective at least during the first 6 months after surgery.
Acute Otitis Media in Children – Current Treatment and Prevention

1. Introduction

Acute otitis media (AOM) is the most common bacterial infection in children, and consequently the most common reason for antibiotic prescriptions in this age group. It is estimated that 50-80% of children experience at least one episode of AOM before their third birthday. The peak incidence is between 6 and 15 months[1]. Many episodes are self-healing, but some result in serious complications, of which the most important are mastoiditis, meningitis, facial paralysis, labyrinthitis and sigmoid sinus thrombosis. In the pre-antibiotic era, complications to AOM were an important cause of child mortality. The most common bacteria are S. pneumoniae, H. influenzae, M. catarrhalis and S. pyogenes, the two streptococcal species being the most frequent in cases with complications. Bacteria residing in the nasopharynx enter the middle ear via the Eustachian tube, more frequently so during colds and other viral infections. 10-15% of all children have recurrent infections, defined as ≥3 episodes in 6 months or ≥4 in 12 months[2, 3].

2. Treatment

2.1 Antibiotics or watchful waiting?

AOM is a disease with an extremely varying clinical picture, ranging from spontaneous recovery to life-threatening complications. This variability depends largely on the pathogen, with the two streptococcus-species often resulting in severe disease and sometimes in complications[4, 5], whereas the gram-negative pathogens result in milder infections and rarely cause complications. The main reason for treating AOM with antibiotics is to prevent complications. In developed countries, antibiotic treatment for AOM was almost universal from the 1950:s until the late 1990:s, when, starting in the Netherlands[6], the necessity of this strategy was questioned. As high antibiotic use has been associated with a high prevalence of resistant nasopharyngeal pathogens and vice versa[7-9], it seemed reasonable to limit the use of antibiotics in a disease with a high rate of spontaneous recovery. In 1990, the prevalence of antibiotic treatment for acute otitis media varied from 31 per cent in the Netherlands to more than 90 per cent in the USA, Australia, New Zealand, England and Wales[10]. In the last 25 years, most countries have followed suit and issued guidelines that advocate “watchful waiting” in many cases of AOM (Table 1).

The essence of the watchful waiting strategy is to primarily withhold antibiotics but to give the patient a possibility for a second examination and reconsideration of whether antibiotics are needed if the symptoms worsen or do not improve within 2-3 days. An alternative to this is to provide the patient with a “reserve prescription” that can be used in the above situation. Studies have shown that approximately one third of reserve prescriptions are filled[11, 12].

An important and unanimously agreed upon aspect in all cases of AOM, regardless of whether the patient is subject to watchful waiting or is given antibiotics, is to prescribe adequate analgesia.
Some patients have been shown to benefit more from antibiotics than others, and are prescribed antibiotics at the first consultation. Different countries have in their guidelines made different decisions on whom to include in this latter group, but children under 6 or 12 months, patients with a spontaneously perforated tympanic membrane, children below 2 years of age with bilateral AOM and adult patients are frequently found in this group, whereas most guidelines recommend that routine antibiotic prescription should be avoided in mild to moderate cases and when there is diagnostic uncertainty.

The efficacy of antibiotics for AOM is something that has been debated extensively. To date, less than 20 RCT:s evaluating the effect of antibiotics compared to either placebo or watchful waiting have been published. These trials have reported very varying effects of antibiotics, but have also been very heterogeneous. They have used varying inclusion criteria, thus being more or less stringent in their diagnosis, meaning that some trials have allowed inclusion of children with otitis media with effusion, myringitis or even the common cold, thus making the results of these trials less applicable for children with a certain diagnosis of AOM. The exclusion criteria have also varied, for example, children with more severe AOM or children below the age of 1 have often been excluded, thus again reducing the applicability of the results for these groups. Various types of antibiotics have been used, and it is likely that the effect of an antibiotic with a certain antimicrobial profile and a certain degree of penetration into the middle ear differs from another antibiotic with other characteristics. Trials have also used different outcomes with varying specificity, something that can affect the effect size[13]. For example, if the outcome is pain relief, which is an outcome rather unspecific for AOM, the effect of antibiotics will be smaller than if the outcome is treatment failure or tympanic membrane perforation, both being more specific for AOM. A recent Cochrane review evaluating the effect of antibiotics in AOM found a risk ratio of 0.7 for pain relief at 2-3 days, but a risk ratio of 0.4 for development of a tympanic membrane perforation[14]. A meta-analysis with recalculated figures for treatment failure as the outcome has yielded an effect size very similar to that of tympanic membrane perforation; a risk ratio of 0.4[13]. Thus, it is important to acknowledge what one wants to achieve with antibiotic treatment. Another meta-analysis with individual patient data, evaluating the effect of antibiotics in AOM, showed that children with perforated AOM and children under 2 years with bilateral AOM were those who benefitted most from antibiotic treatment[15], something which is mirrored in many guidelines. For these groups, the number needed to treat was 3 and 4, respectively, compared to 20 for pain at 2-3 days.

If antibiotics are given mainly to reduce the risk of complication, what effect do they have on eg mastoiditis? Clearly, we cannot prevent all cases of mastoiditis by administering antibiotics, but at the population level, a retrospective cohort study from the UK showed that antibiotics halve the risk of mastoiditis after AOM, however, due to the low incidence of mastoiditis, 4800 patients need to be given antibiotics in order to prevent one case of mastoiditis[16].

Hospital data analysed in another UK study revealed almost a doubling in admissions for mastoiditis and of mastoidectomies in 0-4-year-olds between 1993 and 2002; a period during which the number of antibiotic prescriptions was halved[17]. Similarly, a comparative study using data from several countries, comparing the incidence of
acute mastoiditis with antibiotic prescription rates, showed that the mastoiditis incidence in the Netherlands (antibiotic prescription rate 31% was about twice that in the US (antibiotic prescription rate>90%). In Sweden, with a 37-52% reduction in antibiotic prescriptions in children of different ages between 1987 and 2004, no accompanying increase in mastoiditis incidence was seen[18].

The choice of antibiotic differs according to the current resistance patterns of the country in question. In a country like Sweden, with low incidence of antimicrobial resistance, it is still possible to recommend penicillin V as the first-hand choice [19], whereas in a country like Japan, where the common AOM pathogens are often highly resistant to antibiotics, significantly broader antibiotics, often in combination with myringotomy, have to be used[20]. Globally, the most common recommendation is probably a 5-10 day course of amoxicillin, and in patients with allergy to penicillin, a macrolide. How many times a day antibiotics should be administered is a trade-off between efficacy and compliance. For beta-lactams, the time for which drug levels exceed the minimum inhibitory concentration correlates best with bacterial eradication, and since the half-life of eg amoxicillin is only about 1 hour, it should ideally be administered several times a day. However, as compliance usually declines with an increasing number of administrations per day, a compromise of 3 times a day is often stated. A Cochrane review from 2013[21] identified 5 trials (1601 children in total) comparing amoxicillin with or without clavulanate administered once or twice daily to the same medication administered three or four times daily in children with acute ear pain and positive tympanocentesis or tympanogram. The clinical cure during and after therapy was similar between the groups, and the authors concluded that the two treatment strategies were comparable. However, small studies on a disease with a high spontaneous resolution rate may be difficult to interpret.

The adherence to guidelines has been investigated in several countries, and it has often been shown that guidelines are not followed. In the US, an initial decrease in antibiotic prescription rate after the publication of the first AAAP guidelines was followed by a return to pre-guideline levels. In addition, the use of broad-spectrum antibiotics increased despite the fact that treatment failures seemed to decrease[22]. At a GP practice in Surrey, UK, 93% of patients were given antibiotics for acute otitis media over a year. Only 52% of these antibiotics were given according to the NICE guideline criteria[23]. To improve the applicability of the guidelines, it has therefore been recommended that future guidelines should not only use a consistent grading system for quality of evidence and strength of recommendation, but also seek the preference of stake holders[24].

In patients where a complication is suspected or confirmed, oral antibiotics is not sufficient, but intravenous treatment needs to be given, usually in combination with myringotomy, see below. If the causative agent is unknown, which is usually the case, broad spectrum antibiotics are given to start with, and when the results of a bacterial culture is known, the choice of antibiotic can be modified.

2.2 Myringotomy

In the beginning of the 20th century, myringotomy was commonly performed as a treatment for AOM. Though much more rarely performed today, it should still be used in patients with complications, when antibiotic treatment has failed or in patients
with severe pain where analgesics are not sufficient.

3. Prevention

3.1 Modifiable risk factors

There are several known risk factors for AOM, many of which cannot be modified, such as heredity[25-27] and having older siblings[28]. However, other risk factors can, to some extent, be influenced. One such example is day care, which has been associated with an increased risk of AOM[29, 30]. Multiple studies provide evidence that breastfeeding for at least 4-6 months reduces the number of AOM episodes and the risk of recurrent AOM[31, 32]. Eliminating exposure to passive smoking has been associated with a reduced incidence of AOM[33] as has a decreased use of pacifiers[34, 35]. The newly updated American guidelines on the management of AOM suggest that exclusive breastfeeding for 6 months and avoidance of tobacco smoking should be encouraged[36]

3.2 Non-surgical prevention

3.2.1 Non-pharmacological strategies

One agent that has been suggested to be able to prevent AOM is xylitol, a polyalcohol often used as a sweetener. The effects of this substance on recurrent AOM were examined in a recent Cochrane review[37]. Based on the 4 studies included in the review, there was fair evidence that prophylactic administration of xylitol among healthy children attending day care centers reduced the occurrence of AOM by 25%. Chewing gum and lozenges containing xylitol appeared to be more effective than syrup, however, these formulas cannot be used safely in children below 2 years, i.e., those who are at the greatest risk of AOM. The authors did not find sufficient evidence that xylitol administered during a respiratory infection could prevent AOM. An even more recent randomized controlled trial comparing xylitol syrup to placebo found no effect on the number of AOM recurrences in otitis-prone children[38].

Vitamin D deficiency has been shown to be frequent in children with recurrent AOM, and low serum levels have been associated with an increased number of AOM episodes. Administration of vitamin D, and subsequent restoration of serum levels has, in turn, been associated with a significant reduction in the risk of uncomplicated AOM[39].

Pro- and prebiotics have been suggested to reduce the risk of AOM. One recent study was unable to show an effect of these substances in young, high-risk children[40], however, a simultaneously published systematic review (4 studies) of the effects of Lactobacillus rhamnosus, one of the components of the probiotics in the trial mentioned before, found that the bacterium had the potential to reduce the incidence of AOM, upper respiratory infections and antibiotic use in children[41]. Since children with recurrent AOM have been shown to have lower quantities of alpha-
haemolytic streptococci in their nasopharynges, and this bacterium is thought to be able to prevent nasopharyngeal growth of otopathogens, a nasal spray containing alpha-haemolytic streptococci was tested in two small Swedish trials as a means of preventing AOM. The somewhat larger study showed that treated children stayed healthy during the first 3 months of follow-up twice as often as the control children, however, in the smaller study, one was not able to show any differences between the groups.

3.2.2 Pharmacological strategies

3.2.2.1 Long-term antibiotics

In children with recurrent AOM, long-term antibiotics have been used at times, and in 2006, 16 studies on long-term antibiotics for AOM were analysed in a Cochrane review[42]. All studies concerned children who were at increased risk of AOM, and 7 of the studies focused on children with recurrent AOM. Long-term antibiotics were found to prevent 1.5 episodes of AOM per child per year, halving the number of AOM episodes during the period of treatment. Approximately five children needed to be treated to prevent one child from having an AOM episode whilst on treatment.

3.2.2.2 Vaccination

One strategy in preventing AOM is vaccination, not only against the bacteria that cause most AOM, but also against viral infections that often precede AOM.

Polysaccharide vaccines against S. pneumoniae have existed for decades, however, these vaccines are not immunogenic in young children[43, 44]. Based on the successes of the conjugate vaccine against H. influenzae type B, conjugate vaccines against pneumococci were developed around the turn of the millennium, and found to be effective in young children. The first of these vaccines was heptavalent (PCV7) and conjugated to diphtheria toxoid, and was followed 10 years later by a 13-valent vaccine with the same conjugate and a 10-valent vaccine conjugated to protein D from H. influenzae. The main purpose of these vaccines is to protect from invasive pneumococcal disease, but the question was soon raised of whether the vaccines would protect against pneumococcal, and in the case of the protein D conjugate vaccine, also against H. influenzae AOM. A recently updated Cochrane review[45] analysed the effect of pneumococcal conjugate vaccines on AOM. Most of the included trials used PCV7, some included infants, some included older children and some focused on children with an increased risk of AOM. It seems that PCV7 has modest benefits in children with no increased risk of AOM, thus it does not seem to be justified to recommend vaccination with the sole purpose of preventing AOM. In older children with a previous history of AOM, no benefit has been observed with vaccination, however, infants at risk of developing recurrent AOM have still not been studied enough; neither have the more recently developed vaccines. The 10-valent protein D conjugate vaccine has been proposed to protect not only against pneumococcal AOM, but also against H. influenzae AOM. The first randomised trial of the protein D conjugate vaccine not only showed a decrease of one third of all-cause AOM, but also a similarly sized reduction in the number of H. influenzae AOM[46]. A recently published cluster-randomised trial in Finland showed
substantial absolute rate reductions of AOM among vaccinated children. The relative rate reductions were modest, but due to the high incidence of AOM, it was estimated that 12,000 episodes of AOM could be prevented in Finland every year in children below 2 years of age[47].

Observational studies, particularly in the US, have demonstrated a greater decline in AOM episodes than have been observed in clinical trials[48], however, the introduction of PCV7 coincided with the publication of new guidelines, offering the possibility of refraining from initial antibiotics, with the likely result of fewer doctors’ visits for AOM. A future challenge is that serotype replacement might reduce any long-term efficacy of vaccination.

Two of the most common viral infections to be complicated by AOM are influenza and respiratory syncytial virus (RSV). Vaccinations against these infections have therefore been postulated to have a potential protective effect also against AOM. In a recent review of the efficacy of live attenuated influenza vaccine on all-cause AOM[49], the results from 8 randomised trials suggested that influenza vaccination has a protective effect against AOM on a level similar to that of PCV7. During the first year after vaccination, 12.4% of all AOM episodes were prevented, compared to 6.2% during the second year after vaccination. There is presently no vaccine against RSV, however, it is estimated that such a vaccine should have an effect not only on RSV infections as such, but also on AOM[50].

3.3 Surgical prevention

3.3.1 Ventilation tubes

Transmyringental ventilation tubes, or grommets, have been used for a long time, not only in children with otitis media with effusion and concomitant hearing loss, but also in children with recurrent AOM. Whereas the body of evidence for the former indication is clear, further research on the latter is still needed. A Cochrane review from 2008[51] found that only two studies met their inclusion criteria, being randomised controlled trials comparing grommet insertion with some sort of control treatment in children aged 0-16 years with recurrent AOM. One of the studies compared grommets to long-term antibiotics and the other to no treatment. The conclusion of this review was that, in children <3 years of age, grommets reduce the number of AOM episodes during the first six months after surgery. In the grommet group, more children were symptom-free during the six months following surgery. Though the effect size in terms of the total number of prevented episodes was small, both studies showed that over 50% of children were free of AOM after grommet insertion, compared to just a handful of the control children.

No surgical treatment is without risk, however, for grommets the risks are generally small. Apart from the inevitable peroperative anesthesiological risks, secretion from the grommets is commonly seen, but is usually easily treated with ear drops. Tympanosclerosis plaques are often seen in patients who have had grommets, however, it is not clear to which extent this is caused by the middle ear disease as such or by the tubes. The tympanosclerosis rarely affect hearing within the
frequencies usually tested. A persisting tympanic membrane perforation occurs in 2% of all patients with short-term tubes, and in 17% of patients with long-term tubes[52]. Misplacement of the tubes with extrusion into the middle ear is a rarely seen complication.

3.3.2 Adenoidectomy

Adenoidectomy has been widely used as a means of preventing recurrent AOM, the theory being that the adenoid causes mechanical obstruction as well as being a site of bacterial infestation. A Finnish study comparing adenoidectomy, with or without grommets, to antibiotic prophylaxis or placebo found that adenoidectomy did not reduce the number of AOM episodes[53]. One individual patient data meta-analysis found that children with recurrent AOM aged < 2 years are likely to benefit more than others from adenoidectomy. The proportion of children with recurrent AOM in this age group who still qualified as having recurrent AOM (ie had at least 4 AOM episodes in 12 months) one year after surgery was 16% in the adenoidectomy group and 27% in the control group. By contrast, children aged ≥ 2 years with recurrent AOM did not seem to benefit from adenoidectomy. In this age group 18% of the children in the adenoidectomy group still qualified as having recurrent AOM after 12 months compared to 3% of the control group[54]. Another, simultaneously published, systematic review compared the outcomes of children who had undergone grommet insertion and simultaneous adenoidectomy to children who had only had grommet insertion for middle ear disease. This review found that the combination of grommet insertion and adenoidectomy might be superior to grommet insertion only in reducing the risk of recurrent AOM or the risk of having to have a second set of grommets, however, limitations mentioned were heterogeneous studies, often using retrospective data[55].

4 Conclusion

During the last century, AOM has gone from being a disease that contributed substantially to child mortality, and that could not be treated in any other way than perhaps myringotomy for a subset of patients, still less be prevented; to an often self-healing disease where we, in most parts of the world, have the possibility to chose between different antibiotics if needed, and which we can also to some extent prevent. However, despite AOM being such a common infection, there are still many treatments that we use without having firm evidence for it. Further research is needed to answer the question of the effect of antibiotics through trials with strict inclusion and exclusion criteria and specific outcomes; we need to learn more about the effect of grommets and the preventive possibilities and long-term effects of various vaccinations, only to mention a few.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Finland</th>
<th>Holland</th>
<th>Israel</th>
<th>Scotland</th>
<th>Sweden</th>
<th>UK</th>
<th>USA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Watchful waiting for</td>
<td>Nobody with a reliable diagnosis of AOM</td>
<td>All but those who are “systemically ill” or those with risk factors for complications*</td>
<td>Children &gt;6 months with non-severe symptoms and an uncertain diagnosis</td>
<td>Any child, irrespective of age</td>
<td>Children aged 1-12 without complicating factors*</td>
<td>All children*</td>
<td>Choice of watchful waiting in non-severe AOM in children &gt;6 months**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Guidelines for AOM treatment in some countries
*Exception for children with otorrhea and children <2 with bilateral AOM
** Exception for children <2 with bilateral AOM even if symptoms are non-severe